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INTRODUCTION 
Consider any system of partial differential equations of order dr. Wt 
often happens that one can differentiate the equations several times and 
then eleminate all derivatives of order >r of the unknown functions from 
the differentiated quations that result. One then gets additional equations 
of order <r implied by the original equations, but possibly not obtaina 
from them except by first performing the differentiations. A very typical 
example of this phenomenon is provided by the system 6,6, y = y2: 
S~V = .Y? y involving a single unknown function y of the variables x1: x2 
and where cji= ?;?.ri. The system is equivalent to the simpler system y=B 
in the scnsc that J’ = 0 is its only solution. (Applying 6, twice to the implied 
equation 2~ (5, J* = .y2 6, y each time eliminating all derivatives of order > I 
and simplifying leads to the equation (6, y) y=O and so to y=O.) 
Obviously, for most purposes at least, it wo be foolish to study the 
given system (e.g., looking for properties of G lutions, etc.) without first 
observing as above that the system does in fact imply y = 0. 
Examples such as the one just given suggest that this ~~enorne~o~, the 
appearance of unexpected equations of “low” order, in the very first hat 
one should consider in working with systems of partial differential 
equations. That one does not see very much of this phenomenon in the 
iiteraturc: on partial differential equations is due to the fact that the 
equations one usually considers are fairly easy from this perspective. For 
more general systems. however, the phenomenon is almost invariably 
precent and highly non-trivial. It is moreover something quirc imporrant. 
I!:dccd 10 point out its significance, let us pretend to consider for a momen 
t!1e “real world.” Imagine that one has seve diffcrcntial equations which 
appear to model a given physical situation. is then important to have a 
procedure for determining such other equations as may bc implied by Ihe 
original ones so that the model can be tested by seeing if the resulting 
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equations are believable. If they are believable, they may have been 
overlooked and can be used to get a better model. Finally, at the end, it is 
important to be able to verify for the system (that one obtains at last) that 
in fact no new equations of low order are implied. This paper deals with 
such problems in a new spirit. In the past they have been dealt with by 
analysts, who refer to the subject as “the theory of overdetermined systems 
of partial differential equations.” This paper suggests that many parts of 
that theory are purely algebraic. 
To understand the genesis of the purely algebraic approach that is pur- 
sued in this paper let us limit our consideration, for the moment, to 
systems of algebraic differential equations. (For clues on how systems of 
non-algebraic differential equations can be dealt with, the reader can con- 
sult Part I of [a].) Fix a differential field k with commuting set of 
derivation operators 6 I ,..., 6 . Let yl,..., y be indeterminate symbols and 
let P be the polynomial ring k[GPy,,: PENN, j= l,..., n]. Let P,c P be the 
subring k[GPy,: peNm, j= l,..., n IpI Gr] where IpI =pl+ ... $-pm. By 
analogy each yJ is to be thought of as an unknown function of independent 
variables x1 ,..., x and the symbol Jpyj represents Sfl. . . 8;myj = alp1 yj/axp. 
An element F of P represents the differential equation F( y1 ,..., y ) = 0. If 
i= 1 ,..., m we have a unique derivation ai of P which extends the already 
given action of 6, as a derivation of k and such that if p E N”, Si(Spyj) = 
V’y, where p’ = (pl ,..., pi- 1, 1 + pi, pi+ 1 ,..., p ). The actions of 6, ,..., 6 as 
derivations of P commute with one another and for all r 80 we have 
6i(pr-l)cpr. 
Suppose a set of elements F1,..., Fh of P is given representing the system 
of algebraic differential equations Fj( y1 ,..., yn) = 0, 1 6 j < h. To get things 
started we pick a minimal prime component p0 of the ideal (F, ,..., Fh) n P, 
of P,.’ Next we add to F, ,..., Fh a finite set of generators of p0 and their 
derivatives of first order. With luck we may be able to pick a minimal 
prime component pi of P, n (F, ,..., Fh) such that pi n P, = p,,. For sim- 
plicity (since I am really only trying to suggest the general procedure here) 
let us assume pi exists and that this process so begun can be continued up 
to order r where r EN is large enough so that F, ,..., FhE p,. We then have 
for each s<r a prime ideal pi of P, such that +z~~nP,+,=p,+, and 
6ipspI~ps, O<sdr, ldidm. Then if we let A,=PJp, for s<r and 
A ~ 1 = k, we have inclusions A _ 1 c A, c ... c A,. Also we have derivations 
6 1 >...> 6, of A,- 1 into A, induced by the derivations hi of P by passing to 
the quotients. 
’ Our reason for taking a minimal prime component has to do with the fact that our even- 
tual interest is in finding real or complex-valued functions that satisfy F,(y) = 0, 1 <j< h. 
Well-known theorems of algebraic geometry show how such questions can be narrowed down 
to the consideration of prime ideals only. 
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By considerations such as the above one comes to consider a sequence 
A -., CT .4()C .‘. c A, of integral domains together with an action of a set 
(5 ,,.... ci,,, as derivations of A, _, into A, such that (‘,(A ( , ) c A, if 0 ,< J 6 r 
and such that ii,(6,~) = d,(d,rr) for (I E A, ?. I < i <.i < nr. What was said 
before about the advent of new equations of order dr means. in this con- 
text. that there does not necessarily exist any diffcrcntiai integral domain 
A = A, whose derivations induce the aireadv rriven actions of (5: .. . . d,,, as + c 
derivations of ‘4,. , into A,.. What one desires to do is decide whether or 
not such a differential integral domain A does exist. in which cast we call 
A,. “embcddable.” and if it does not, to find such a system of rings A,$ which 
is cmbeddable and which comes from the originally given system in some 
natural way that adds no new algebraic relations that do not follow 
through differentiation and algebraic manipulation of those which are 
present already. The natural procedure hcrc is to try to “prolong” the given 
system. i.e., to find a suitable integral domain A,. , IA,. so as to have the 
same structure as before with I’ + 1 in place of I’ and the A, with .F 6 r the 
same as before. One would continue with this procedure until (s)he is 
“stuck.” that is to say, until r cannot be increased without changing .4,. 
“Changing” ‘4, is naturally done by dividing it by some prime ideal p. 
taken as small as possible. so as to produce a new sequence 
‘4’ ,c/l;,c ‘.. c A:. (where Ai = A,;p n A,) which one again prolongs as 
far as possible. The theorems given here tell you how to recognize when 
you are “stuck” (cf. (4.1 )), tell you that success is sure cventualiy ((7.i ), an 
anaiogue of a theorem of Kuranishi for analytic systems of partial differen- 
tial equations, cf. [9]), and tell you how many steps you will need to 
prolong further in order to see if you have finally “arrived.” i.c., will be able 
to continue r to c/_‘ without getting stuck again (cf. (8.2)). This is basically 
the procedure suggested by E. Cartan (cf. [3, p. 4171). 
It should be noted that Cartan made extensive USC of exterior algebras in 
his investigations of the above questions. The writing of this paper has 
made it apparent that, in a purely algebraic approach, there is little need 
for them in the theory since they can be replaced by functors Tor as in 
(8.1 ). The notational simplification obtained this way is tremendous since 
one is not obliged to continually work with complexes. If one wants to 
“see” the exterior diffcrcntial forms, they arc there of course; one just has to 
compute the Tors by resolving the first variable with an appropriate 
Koszul complex. The straightforward algebraic approach, devoid of 
geometric, but not algebmic, intuition, followed here shows one gets a very 
easily applied theory by resolving the second variable instead for the pur- 
pose of computing the functors Tor. The theory presented here is valid 
without restriction on the characteristic of the rings. so the generalizatior 
made of the classical theory is substantial. 
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1. GENERALITIES 
For the reader’s convenience the notion of differential kernel (cf. [2]) 
and some of the associated theory will be recapitulated here. A differenliuf 
kern1 (or m-diferential kernel) is any ring morphism CJ 4 V together with 
an action of { 6, ,..., d ,} as a set of derivations of U into V. Thus if for 
UEU and VEV WC let u~‘=(uIV)u,~ then whenever u,,u,~U, WC 
have ~,(u,u,) = u2 6,(u,) + U, ci,(u2) and fi,(u, + u2) = 6,(u,) + 6,(u,) for 
i=-ly., m. A morphism of the differential kernel U, + li, into the differen- 
tial kernel V, -+ V, is a pair of ring morphisms J,: U, -+ V,, j= 1, 2, such 
that if UE ci, then f2(u 1 U,) =1‘,(u) 1 I/* and also for i= l,..., m, f2(6iu) = 
6,(,!‘,(u)). If the differential kernels V + W, and V+ W, both prolong (i.e., 
arc each prolongations of) the differential kernel U + V, a morphism of 
prolongations ( V + W,) + ( V-t W,) is any ring morphism g: W, 4 W, 
such that (id,,, g) is a morphism of differential kcmels. It is shown in [2] 
that if c’+ V is a differential kernel, the category of its prolongations has 
an initial object V + W called its canonical prolongution. We then say the 
sequence of prolongations U + V+ W is canonical or that V+ W 
“prolongs U + V canonically.” 
Let K-, + K,, be a differential kernel where K-, and K,, are lields and 
assume that 6,(K-,)u ... u cj,(K , ) is contained in a finitely generated 
K-,-subalgcbra of K, that generates K, as a field extension of K ,. The 
problem to be considered is that of determining if there exists a differential 
field L and a morphism of differential kernels (K , , K,) -+ (L, L). This sec- 
tion will be devoted to refashioning this statement of the problem into a 
form that can bc more suitably handled by the methods that will be 
introduced here. 
According to the hypothesis made we can choose a finitely generated 
K-,-subalgcbra A, of K,, containing 6,(K ,)u ... ub,,,(K_ ,) such that 
K. = q/A,. The question then becomes to dctcrmine the cxistencc of a dif- 
fcrential icld L and a morphism (S, g): (K-, , Ao)+ (L: L) of differential 
kernels with g injective. To obtain a more uniform notation the question 
will be rephrased as follows: 
(1.1) Given a differential kernel h: A 1 + A, where the A, are 
integral domains, h is injective and A, is a finitely generated algebra over 
A ,r to determine if there exists a diffcrcntial field L and an injection of 
rings go: A,, + L such that (g,h, go) is a morphism of differential kernels 
(A - I > A,) + (4 L). 
When L and go exist as in (1.1) WC shall say that A _, + A, is emhed- 
2 u( V denotes the image of u in V. 
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hhk. Following [2] we may consider the canonical sequence 
A , --+Ao+A, + ‘.. (where each arrow is proiongcd canonically by the 
one that follows) and note that A, = colim A, has a canonical structure of 
differential ring. If I, is any differential licld and (K ,, g,,): (A , , A,,) - 
(I,, 1,) a morphism of differential kernels, repeated application of (1.4) o! 
[2] shows that there is a unique morphism of din’erential rings h: A II + I, 
such that xc, is the composite A,, -+ A I: -+ I-. This gives us the first part of 
the following result. 
We let .~=.4,,‘,.(0). Then ScA,- and Q c S ‘A ~ Any maximal dif- 
fercntiai ideal I of S - ‘LI will be prime c.4, p. 63, Exercise 33 and if wc let 
L = yf‘(.S ‘,4 .,.“I)? L is a differential licld and we can take for go the com- 
position A,, + S .- ‘A ~ + L. 
It must bc pointed out that although (1.2) gives a necessary and suf- 
ficient condition for the existence of go in (1.1) it is not a satisfactory 
answer to ( 1.1) since it is extremely difficult (in general) to figure out 
whether or not ,4,, + ,4 ,- is injectivc. In order to come closer to a good 
answer some modification to the approach suggested by this result is 
needed. 
Consider a differential kernel A , + A,, that is embeddable, say, 
‘4 ! c ,4,, c I, where L is a differential field. Write A, = A , [x, ,..., x ,] and 
define A,c L by induction on r>O by 
A,= A, , [6,A,.-, u ... ude,,A, 1 I J. 
Then A .,+A,--+A,-Az... is an infinite s quence of diffcrcntial kernels 
whcrc each arrow is prolonged by the one that follows. Define 0 to be 
the set of all formal symbols j6[1..-b;;;:p~F&“‘). If (I=~ir!~..dJ’“: is 
any clement of O1 WC let ,OI = p, + . + p,,,. For r in km ict 
O,.= (I)E@: ‘HI <r). IfaeA, and 0=6” (=h ‘(‘1. ‘ 6;;) is in 0, we shah iet 
tkz = 6 i( d/’ ‘u) (using induction on /pi ) where i is chosen SO that pI > 0. 
We note then that 8u is well defined and in A, _ ,. A simple induction on I 
shows that A, = A,-, [ox,: OE O,, i= I....) n]. Our approach to (1.1 ) wiil 
bc to assume that a candidate for the portion .4 , + A,, + ‘.. + A, of the 
above infinite s quence has been constructed and to inquire if the next step 
2.1~ --t .4, _ , can be made. A sequence .4 of differential kernels 
A : -+A,,+ ... + A, where each arrow (cxccpt the last) is prolonged by 
the following one will be called a prolongation scqucwcc of order r. We shall 
allow the possibility r = X. We shall always consider that the rings A, of 2: 
proiongation sequence are disjoint from one another. If A is any iing 
and A,,-, .‘. -+ A, a sequence of diffcrcntial kernels prolonging one 
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another where each Aj is an A_ ,-algebra and each arrow a morphism of 
A ~ ,-algebras, we shall call the sequence of ring morphisms 
A-,+A,+ ... +A, with the indicated additional structure a quasi 
prolongation sequence (of order Y) provided that Si(AP, 1 A,) c A, 1 AI for 
i = l,..., m. Given any quasi prolongation sequence A and a natural number 
s<lAl+l we shall let A,, denote the quasi prolongation sequence 
obtained from A by deleting the A, for t > s. We define A.. and A,, 
similarly. It is to be understood that definitions made for quasi 
prolongation sequences apply also to prolongation sequences. The reader 
may at this point feel that the notion of porlongation sequence is quite a 
bit more natural than that of quasi prolongation sequence. However, it will 
be noted later on in this section how the latter come up naturally in the 
study of prolongation sequences (as, for instance, the quasi prolongation 
sequence of order Y + 1 we shall study that arises naturally when one has a 
prolongation sequence of order I and a given subset of it; cf. (1.2.1)). If 
x E A, (s 6 Y) we shall say that x has order s and write 1x1 = s. We shall 
often identity A with IIo6,& r A, (understanding that each A, is an A _ 1- 
algebra), provided of course that it is convenient to do so and does not 
generate excessive confusion. Thus x E A (resp. XC A) will mean 
XEII OGsGr A, (rev. Xc bsGr A,). When UC A and s < r, we define 
U, = U n A,. If A and B are quasi prolongation sequences of orders r and s, 
respectively, with r 6 s, a morphism of quasi prolongation sequences A -+ B 
of A into B is any set of ring morphisms f,: A, -+ B,, - 16 t < r, such that 
wheneveraeA,with -l<t<r,wehavef,+,(aIA,+,)=f,(a)lB,+,and 
also whenever a E A, with 0 d t < r, we have f,, 1(6,a) = Gi(ft(a)) for every 
i = l,..., m. We define a morphism of prolongation sequences in the same 
way except that then the last formula must hold for - 1 6 t < r. 
We shall say that a differential kernel U--+ I/ is minimal if 
V = U[S 1 U u . . u 6, U]. A quasi prolongation sequence A of order r will 
be called minimal if A, is minimal over A,- 1 for each s= l,..., r.A set of 
generators (over A-i) of a quasi prolongation sequence is any subset X of 
A such that if 0 <s < r + 1, A, is generated as an A,- ,-algebra by 
S,A,_,u...u6,A,~,uX,andA,isgeneratedasanA~,-algebrabyX,. 
In this paper we shall actually find equally useful the notion of set of quasi 
generators of a quasi prolongation sequence A. This is by definition 
any subset X of A such that for each s < r, A,= 
S,‘A,-,[(6,Au ... u 6,A u X),] where S, is the set of all elements of 
A,-1[(G,Au ... u6,A uX),] which are units in A,. To see how a set of 
quasi generators might arise naturally consider a given quasi prolongation 
sequence A and assume that T is a given multiplicatively closed subset of 
one of the rings A, of A. There is an obvious way to define a prolongation 
sequenceA’=T-‘A(ofthesameorderrasA)byA:=A,ift<sandA;= 
(T I A,)-‘A, if r 2 t > s. Note that if X is any set of generators of A over 
fi 1’ X I A’ is a set of quasi generators for A’. Typically a set of quasi 
generators will arise from a set of generators in this way. If f 6 A, and T is 
the multiplicativcly closed subset of A,, generated by ,I; T I.4 will be writ- 
ten A[li’,f]. 
A construction will now be introduced that is helpful in considering just 
how one might manage to prolong a given prolongation sequence A one 
step further (so as to obtain a prolongation sequence of order I + I ). (We 
shall call such a process “prolonging to order I’ + 1)” We shall assume that 
a subset II of A is given. (In our applications H will always be a set of 
quasi-generators.) For .Y = 0 ,.... r + 1 let B, = 4, _ , toy,, :r/ E 0, h E H, 
10 + hi = s] ( = R,(il) or B,v(A, H)) where these symbols 0~~~ are ccn- 
sidcrcd as algebraically independent over A, ]. We shall construct the 
foliowing pretty diagram: 
It is already apparent that the slanted arro\vs should bc the canonical 
inclusions A, , c B,. We let p\ be the ‘4, , -algebra morphism defined by 
p,(O~~,,)=flh, HE@, he/I. IO;+!hl=.s. We define B,-+H,+l to be ~,~p,. 
For i=l . . . 171 and each s d I’ we define (j, “E” Dcr( B,. H, ,) by defming 
ci,(?,.,,)=(ci;n)!,,, (OEO. /zEH, 10 + ih,=.s) and requiring that (l/, ,, 4,) SC 
a morphism of diffcrcntial kernels (A, ,. ,4,) + (B,, H> ~ ,). We have the 
formula 
h,(f) =l‘” - c [(clf:‘W’~~;,) A,] b”- ‘,J.,! ( 1.22) 
p 1. I h I .\ 
if ,f‘~ B, whcrc I“” is the result of evaluating in /I, the expression obtained 
by applying ii, to the cocflicients (in 4, ,) of ./‘ and replacing each 6”,1,,, in
/ by cS”h. We note that as elements of II, ._ , , ,J“, is homogcncous of degree 0 
and (i,(.J I A,) -,f‘“, is homogcncous of degree 1. Note that B, -+ H, , j 
proiongs R,, , + B, (s 3 I ), for indeed consider the derivation II of R, i 
into B, , with the formula 5,6, - ~3, ci,. Then !I(@,,) = 0 if 0 E 0, It E IJ. 
0 + I/I =s- 1. If UE‘4, 1, 
h,((i,cj, *u) = d;(g, , 6,(r) = y,(d; (ip) = d, ii,(q, ?u) 
so D I A,, ? = 0. Thus D = 0 (for cvcry choice of i and .j) and so B, + B, ! ; 
does prolong R, , + B, as claimed. It is to be noted that 
A ,+Bo+HI+Bz+~~. -+B,-+B,,., 
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is a quasi prolongation sequence of order r + 1, but it need not be a 
prolongation sequence. 
Consider now any differential kernel A, -+ A,, i prolonging the given 
prolongation sequence A. We can define an A,-algebra morphism 
~r+l:Br+l +A,+1 by p,+i(0y,)=Nz, LEO, j= l,..., IZ, 101 + lhi/ =r+ 1. A 
routine check shows (p,, p 1s a morphism of differential kernels 
(B B ) (A A 
q:ii 
+1-f r9 r+l an ) d ;&?p’ r+l is the only possible ring morphism 
r+l --+A,+1 such that ( pI, q) has this property. Let I,+ i be the ideal of 
B r+l which is generated by 6,(Ir) u . . . u 6,(Ir) where 1, is defined to be 
the kernel of B,+A,. Then p,+l(I,.+,)=O. Set A:+l=B,+l/l,+l. Then 
Ar+Al+, is an m-algebra kernel prolonging A,- i -+ A:. Assume now that 
r > 1 and that H is a set of generators of A with H, = fa (so that the maps 
ps are surjective). Then B,- 1 + B, + B,, 1 is a prolongation sequence (of 
order 1) and so it follows easily that A,_ 1 -+ A, --f A:+ i is a prolongation 
sequence also. It is now evident that there is a unique ring morphism 
f:A:+,-tAr+, such that (id,,, f) is a morphism of prolongations 
(A,, A:,,) + (A,, A,,,). This proves the following: 
LEMMA (1.3). Let r 3 1 and assume that all elements of the given set of 
generators are of order cr. Let I,, 1 be the ideal of B,, 1 generated by 
6,(I,)u .‘. u 6,Vr). Then A, --f B,, JIr+ 1 is the canonical prolongation of 
A r-l-A,. 
By a set of generators for I= Ussr s I we shall mean a subset G of I such 
that {8g:8EO, gEG, 1Q+/gl=s} generatestheidealI,ofB,foralls<r. 
We shall call I the kernel of B,, -+ A. 
2. KERNELS OF GRADED MODULES 
In this section we study an idea that arises naturally when we study the 
modules of Kshler differentials SZA,,A,-, , 0 < s < r, that are associated to a 
quasi prolongation sequence A of order r. We shall let R denote a fixed 
ring (commutative with l), let X1,..., X, denote m indeterminates over r 
(where m is the same natural number we have been using all along) and let 
S (or S,) denote the polynomial ring RCX,,..., X,]. We shall consider S as 
a graded ring in which all the Xj have degree one and the elements of R 
have degree zero. A graded S-module kernel (of degree r) is any sequence of 
R-modules M,, s < r + 1, together with R-linear maps #i,: M, -+ M,, i for 
scr, i= I,..., m  such that 4i,s+ ldjgi,s = #j,s+ ldi,s if s < r. In this paper we 
shall always have M, = 0 if s < 0, but there does not seem to be any good 
reason to generally make this a requirement of the definition of “kernel.” If 
UEM, and s<r, let Xi~=$js~. Then XiXiu=XjXiu holds for all 
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i. .i = 1 ,..., IIZ if u E M,, and s < Y - 1. A graded moduic kernel of order rye: x 
IS heing allowed here as a possible value for r --IS, practically speaking, not 
to be distinguished from the graded modu!e @,Cx M, that can bc 
canonically associated to it (in an obvious way), and we shall in fact make 
to such distinction. 
If M and X are graded-module kernels of degrees I’ and 1, respectively, 
where I’< I. we can define the notion of a morphi.rm :I4 -+ ,V of <U into 5’ as 
a set of R-linear maps [,: M, + A’, defined for s 6 Y with the property !hat 
if .s < r and u E M,, then Xij,( U) =/I\ + ]( X,U) for all i = l,.... n?. Clearly S- 
module kernels form a category Keys, and for each r ,< r we have the full 
subcategory Kers, of Kcrs whose objects arc those kernels whose degree is 
exactly T. If ME Kcrs, and .Y < r, we let M, ~ be the element (:%I),,, \ of 
Kers,. 
Let 34 E Kers,. We need to show there exists M’ in Kers, such that iT 
.\‘E Kcrs,, (&I‘, N)r(M, Af,r). Let G c M he chosen so that every Al, for 
I 6 Y is generated as an R-module by IJ ,,:, z =, X”G,,. Let F bc a free 
graded S,-module on symbols c,, g G G, where e, is considcrcd to have the 
same degree as K. For t <r define C/I,: F,+ M, by sending Xp es (where 
i p! + deg g = t ) to Xrg. Let K be the submodule of F generated by 
I 1 uTS,kcrd, and let M”=(F;‘K).,. Now M,=(M”), if :6r. so we have a 
canonical murphism /M--t M”. If NE Kcrs,, a morphism RI’ + A’ is easily 
seen to be the same as a morphism A4 --+ N cr that makes the diagram 
commute. so M -, M’ is a left adjoint for N -+ I\~,;, 
If the commutative ring R’ is an algebra over R and if M is any graded 
S,-module kernel (of degree r), then R’OR A4 is, in an obvious way. a 
graded S,? -module kernel (of degree r). If T is a multiplicatively closed sub- 
set of R, I- ‘M will denote the ST i,-module kcrncl whose terms ;3re 
7’ ‘M,. In the following easily proven lemma some facts about the functor 
J4 + M‘ are noted. The last statement of (2.2) requires the fact that 
(AZ”), , = A4 if ALE Kers,.. something that is clear from the proof of (2. Ij. 
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mutliplicatively closed subset of R, (F’M)“r T-‘(MS). If r <s < t, 
M’s(M’)’ and (M’)<,E:‘. 
A sequence of morphisms U --* V -+ W in Kers, is called exact if for each 
s< r, the sequence of R-modules U, -+ V, + W, is exact. We note that if 
r < s and ME Kers,, there is a canonical morphism (M,,)” -+ M in Kers,, 
i.e., the one that corresponds to idMG, under the isomorphism 
(M<,, M,,)g((M,,)“, M). An object of Kers, is free if it is of the form 
G where G is a graded S-module free on a set of homogeneous 
gezrators. If N, is an R-submodule of M, for every s < r + 1 and the S- 
module kernel structure of M induces that on N we shall say that N is a 
graded submodule kernel of M. If U is any subset of M, the intersection of 
all the submodule kernels of M that contain U in a graded submodule ker- 
nel of M called the graded submodule kernel of M generated by U. It will be 
left to the reader’s imagination to concoct an explicit “constructive” 
definition of this concept. 
3. GRADED MODULE-KERNELS ASSOCIATED TO 
QUASI PROLONGATION SEQUENCES 
If A is a quasi prolongation sequence of order r then 
(4 Q/i, Q AJA,- I),,GsGr is a graded S,;module kernel of degree r. Indeed 
d A,+I,A, 6, is an A,+ ,-derivation D of A, into 52as+,,As (where the latter is 
considered as an As-module) and so there is a unique A.-linear map 
f.: SZadAs_, + QRA,+IIA, such that fi dAJA,-, = D. For each degree s we can let 
the action of Xi be the A,.-linear map ArOA, Q;ZAJA,_, -+ArOA,+, sZAs+,,As 
induced by fi. The axioms that must be satisfied to show that 
(AQA, Q Ada,-,)o csC r is a graded S,,-module kernel are easily checked. 
We shall call this graded module kernel Q2,. A multiplicatively closed subset 
of A consists of multiplicatively closed subsets S, of A,, 0 6 t < r + 1, such 
that if O<sdt<r+l, then S,I A,cS,. (It is the same to say that Sis a 
multiplicatively closed subset of the prering A, cf. [2, p. 1021.) The prering 
S-‘A is then II OGrcr+l S,‘A,. If fEA, A[l/f] is SP’A where S is the 
multiplicatively closed subset of A generated by J: 
LEMMA (3.1). Let A be a prolongation sequence of order r and let S be a 
multiplicatively closed subset of A. Then 0,-l, E S,‘O,. In particular if 
f E 4 Q,CUfl gQACuf,. 
This is an easy consequence of the fact that if V is a U-algebra and S is a 
multiplicatively closed subset of U and T a multiplicatively closed subset of 
V such that S ( VcT, then QT-~Y,S-lC/~TT1Q2V,(i. We shall assume 
throughout this section that A is a quasi prolongation sequence of order r 
with a given set of quasi generators. 
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Consider the morphism B,, + A of quasi prolongation sequences of 
order r that was defined in Section 1. The set of maps A,OuT Q,,,$ i = 
ArOB, Q&A-, + .4,OA, f&A.? ,% 0 6s 6 r, is a morphism of graded .$,d,- 
module kernels A,an, QBC., +Q,,. Let I,=ker(B,+A,) for sbr. Then 
?I,,, I, is an idcal I of B. Let (P(I)),,=A.@,, (I,:‘$). Then P(I) = 
: (P( I)),: .s < r} is a graded S,,-module kernel of degree r: for di induces an 
A ,-linear map I,s//f + I ,, _,i:c !, (because I, / B, . , = 0) so an “action” of Xi 
as an A.-linear map A.O,,*(/,sil)~A,O,,~,, (I,,.,:/:+,) (O<.s<r). 
If 4 is any quasi prolongation sequence of order r and c1 E ,4. ict 
d/la= 1.&n,, A,<, A,,, ,UE(Q/l), . (3.i.l) 
It is easy to see that if pi N(,’ and 1,~ + IO/ <I’ + 1. then I!., == 
x”d,i u. 
The proof of (3.2) is left o the reader as an excrcisc. 
It is well known (cf. [5, Theorem 58, p. 181) that for .s<r WC have ai; 
exact sequence 
By applying A,.@,, - to these we obtain the desired exact sequence. If 
p E N”’ and I pl = s - I );I, XPd,y, = dR((5”y,). Since H, is a polynomial 
algebra over A , in the indeterminatcs ~J’JI,, 52, ,,,,,. i is a free B,-module 
on the d,,.,,, d”.v,? and so the statement of (3.3) about Q, is clear. 
COROLLARY (3.4). Let A he a prolongation .requcwcc qf order r + 1 It.herP 
r > 0: und u.s.sum thut A I 1 -+A,+A,. , is emonical. Then Q i 2 
‘4 rt I O/L (-Q,>,Y + ‘. 
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We have a commutative diagram 
P(Z) - A r+l 0 &+I Q,-a,.0 
t 
I 
t 
I 
t 
I 
A,, 1 @A, (P(z,,))‘+’ -+ A,+ 1 OB, P&J+ l-+ A,+ 10.4, @?4<,Y+ l --+ 0 
By (1.3) Z is generated by I,, so u is surjective by (3.2). Since a,<, is free 
(cf. (3.3)), 2, is an isomorphism. Therefore w is an isomorphism and (3.4) 
follows. 
II. PROLONGATION SEQUENCES OF INTEGRAL DOMAINS 
4. PROLONGATION OF A DIFFERENTIAL KERNEL OF INTEGRAL DOMAINS 
Our next step is to classify prolongations A, + A I of the differential ker- 
nel A --1 + A, where A _ r -+ A, is an inclusion of integral domains and 
where A, + A, is also to be an inclusion of integral domains. We shall have 
occasion to note exactly why such a prolongation need not exist. 
Let K denote the category whose objects are integral domains and where 
the morphisms are the injective morphisms of rings. A differential kernel in 
K is any differential kernel U + I/ where U, V and the ring morphism all 
belong to K. We shall define the category of differential kernels in K to be 
the full subcategory of m-differential kernels whose objects are the differen- 
tial kernels in K. It must be pointed out that a morphism (U, V) -+ (u’, V’) 
of differential kernels in K is just a morphism ( f, g) of m-differential ker- 
nels. Thus there is no requirement that f or g should be injective (even 
though the ring morphisms U + V and u’ --+ V’ are required to be injec- 
tive). 
If f: U -+ V and g: V-t W are differential kernels in K we call g a K- 
canonical prolongation off if whenever g’: V--+ IV’ is a differential kernel in 
K prolonging f there exists a unique ring morphism h: W+ IV such that 
(id V, h) is a morphism of differential kernels (V, W) + (I’, IV’). In general 
(i.e., whether g is a K-canonical prolongation off or not), we shall call any 
morphism of differential kernels (V, W) -+ (V, W’) of the form (id, h) a 
morphism of differential kernels in K. We shall say that a sequence 
U-J I’-+ g W of differential kernels in K is K-canonical if g is a K- 
canonical prolongation of J: If U + V-+ W is canonical and in K, it is K- 
canonical. Given U + V in K, there may not exist any K-canonical 
prolongation, but if one does exist, it is easy to see that it is unique up to a 
canonical isomorphism of prolongations. A prolongation sequence A of 
order r is called a K-canonical (resp. canonical) prolongation (of order r) of 
A,, if A,-, -+Af+Aftl is K-canonical (resp. canonical) for all s d t < r. 
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In the following result it is shown (cf. (I)- (2)) that if the category of 
prolongations of U + V is empty it has an initial object, 
PROPOSITION (4.1). Let A _ 1 + 5 A,, he a differential kernel in 
,following are then equivalent :
(I ) There exists a K-canonical prolongation of t; 
(2) There exists a prolongation in K of [; 
(3) If Acl-SV’A, is the canonical prolongation of c, the ring 
homomorphism of r is an injection. 
ose furthermore that the above three conditions hold. Then A, -i A,/p is 
-canonical where p is the unique minimal prime ideal p of A, with 
ypp=(o). 
It is obvious that (1) * (2) and also, since any prolongation in of < 
must “factor through” y, that (2) + (3). To show that (3) * (1) we shall 
use the following lemma. 
LEMMA (4.2). Let R be an integral domain, W= R[z,: jg J] where the 
jbmily (z, :je J) zs age raically I b independent over R. Let T be an R-sub- 
module of R + cjt J Rzj and let I = W. T be the ideal of W generated by T. 
The following are then all equivalent: 
(1) There exists a prime ideal p of W such that p 2 I and p n R = 0; 
(2) I has a unique minimal prime component p such that p n R = 0; 
(3) TnR=O; 
(4) InR=Q. 
When these conditions hold, qf W/I is a pure transcendental extension of 
qf R. If furthermore J is finite, then there exists a non-zero f in R such that 
R[ i/f] p = I[l/f ] (where p is as in (1) or (2) above). 
It is clear that (2)*(l)+(4)*(3). Let S=R\(O). Note that 
S-‘(TnR)=(S-“T)~(S~‘R) (in S-‘W) and (2)-S-‘I has a unique 
minimal prime component p such that pn (,!-‘I?) = 0. Therefore in prov- 
ing (3) + (2) we may assume that R is a field. Assume (3) holds and tha 
is a field. Let B = (L,,: u E U) be a basis for T as a vector space Q 
Because of (3 ), R 1 R + T has basis { 1 > u B. If J’ c J is chosen appropr 
and C‘= {z,: ,ig J’ ). Bn C= @, then Bv C will be an algebraicall 
indcpcndent family of generators of W over R. Thus it is clear that I= ( 
is prime and so (2) holds. 
Assume now that .I is finite, say, J= (I?..., ~3, and that the conditions 
(l)-(4) hold. Let R= {b ,,..., b } be a maximal linearly independent subset 
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of T. We can assume the elements of J are ordered so that 
f = det(abi/axj), < i,j< uis non-zero. To complete the proof of (4.2) it will be 
enough to show that when we replace R by R[ l/f], Z becomes prime. 
Therefore replace R by R[l/f] (I by Z[l/f] etc.). We now have 
XjEC/z<uRbh+Ctz>u Rx, if 16 j < n, so W is a polynomial algebra over R 
in b, ,..., b , x,, 1 ,..., x . It is easy to show that x,, 1 + I,..., x + Z is an 
algebraically independent family over R in W/Z because it is obvious from 
the first part of this proof tr deg, W/Z=n - U. It follows that 
W/(b, ,..., b ) -+ W/Z is an isomorphism. Thus (6, ,..., b ) =Z and so Z is 
prime. 
An ideal of a polynomial ring which has a set of linear generators (e.g., Z
in (4.2)) will be called a linear ideal. Since (4.2) has been proven we now 
return to proving the implication (3) 3 (1) of (4.1). Assume that (3) holds. 
According to the proof of (1.4) in [a], A 1 = W/Z where W and Z are as in 
(4.2) with A,= R, and because (3) of (4.1) implies (4) of (4.2), the 
equivalent conditions of (4.2) hold. Thus Z has a unique minimal prime 
component p such that p n A, = 0. Then A- I -+ A, + W/p is K-canonical, 
so (1) holds. The following is an obvious consequence of (4.1) and (4.2). 
LEMMA (4.3). Let 
A -,+A,+ ... +A, 
be a K-prolongation sequence of order r > 0 quasi generated by a given subset 
ofA<r> and let B and the Z, be defined from H as in Section 1. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) There exists a K-canonical prolongation of A,- 1 + A,.; 
(2) (~,U,)U ... uLVJLI,+,~A~=O; 
(3) Zf T is the A,-submodule of B,, 1 generated by 
h,(Z,) u . . . u h,(Z,), Tn A, F 0. 
When these conditions hold, ker(B,+ 1 + A,, 1) where A,, 1 is the canonical 
prolongation of A,- 1 + A, is the unique minimal prime component J of 
(T) B,+, such that Jn A, = 0. 
LEMMA (4.4). In (4.2) assume that the number of variables h isfinite and 
that the equivalent conditions of that lemma hold. Assume that L1,..., L, 
generate T. Let p be the minimal prime component of Z such that p n R = 0 
and let R’ = R/p. Then 
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referring to the proof of (4.2) we can see that when 
n a polynomial ring over R in a basis B of T with, sa 
certain other indeterminates zd+ 1 ,.~., zh and that p= (I?). 
(C beBRb)nR=O, rk(db/azj),,4,,j~h= #B=d and 
h - d, and this is the value of rk,JB,,,,) asserted by (4.4). If R is not a field 
R. If R’ is replaced by K’ = KOR R’, our hypotheses continue to 
then have !GI,.,,= QCKORRoIK= KOR “CIRrIR = K’ OR, SZRSIR. Then 
ws because it is now clear that replacing R by K does not change 
either side of the equation of (4.4). 
A subset U of a prime ideal p of the ring R is a set of local geazerators 
p if p = (U): (R\p), i.e., if UC p and FE p =+ [F(R\p)] n (U) # @. It is 
same to say that U is a set of local generators of p or to 
generates the ideal pR,. We shall call a subset U of 
whenever F, ,..., F E U, L, ,..., L E (SAr), and L, “IF, + . . . -I- L, dF, = 0, 
then L,(6)F, + ... +L,(6)FN=0. (Note that if L,=a,X,+- ... +amXtn 
where the ai are in A,, then Lj(6)Fj=a, 6,(Fj)+ ... +a, 6,(Fj).) 
THEOREM (4.5). The following are equivalent: 
(1) A,..~, + A, has a K-canonical prolongation; 
(2) I, has a l-coherent system of local generators; 
(3) Every system of local generators of I, is l-coherent. 
It is immediate from (4.3) that (l)* (3) since if 
L,dF,+ ... +L,dF,=O where the FJ~d,, then L,(6)F,+ ... + 
L,.JIS) F, E A,. As it is clear that I, has a system of local generators. 
(3) * (2). Evidently any subset of a l-coherent set is l-coherent. Therefore 
as (B,), is noetherian, I, has a finite set F, ,..., FN of local generators which 
is l-coherent. By (4.3) we need to show that I, is l-coherent. Therefore let 
6, ,..., G EI,, L, ,..., L E (SJ, and suppose L, dG, + ‘1. + L, dG, = 0. 
There exists S in B,\I, such that SG, E B,F, + “. + B,F, for each 
t = I,..., h. It will suffice to show that S(L,(G)G:+ ..’ +L,(d)G,)=O 
(because S / A,#0 and A,c B,,,). Write SG,=P,lF1 + ... +PrNFN~ 
Then (cf. (8.5)) 
N/h \ 
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This last expression will be zero if we show that xi”= ,(C:= i P,L,) dFj = 0 
(since {F, ,..., FN} is l-coherent). The latter is zero because 
0= i L,d(SG,)= i L,d 
t=1 t=1 
= f ( i PfjLf) dFj. 
j=l t=1 
This proves (4.5). The following lemma can be used in conjunction with 
(4.5) to find a set of local generators by taking R= B,, k=Arpl, J=I,. 
LEMMA (4.6). Let R be a finitely generated polynomials algebra over an 
integral domain k, J a prime ideal of R such that Jn K = 0 and such that 
K= qf R/J is separable over k. If B c J and 1 KQR d,,kG generates the kernel 
of KQR Q,,/c + Q,, G is a set of local generators of J. 
We can assume that lKOR d,,kG is a set of h linearly independent 
elements over K. Now R, is a regular local ring and so 
is exact (cf. [6, Sect. 1, Lemma 11). Let m be the maximal ideal of R,. 
Then G+m2 is a linearly independent set and thus a basis of m/m== 
KQR J/J’. Therefore G generates m, i.e., G is a local set of generators of J 
proving (4.6). 
5. EXPLICIT CALCULATIONS 
We shall assume throughout this section that A is a prolongation 
sequence in K of finite order r > 0 and that A has a given subset H of quasi 
generators. We shall examine how the existence of a K-canonical 
prolongation of A,- i -+ A, can be determined explicitly in certain cases and 
while doing so obtain a construction of (Q,)a. Using the set H of 
generators, B is to be the quasi prolongation sequence B(A, H) of order 
r + 1 of Section 1 (cf. (1.2.1)), and we shall in general adopt the notation of 
Section 1 with regard to B. Let F be a free graded S,,-module on symbols 
dy,, h E H, where each dy,, is considered to be homogeneous of degree 1 hi. 
If b E B let db in the graded module kernel A, Be, Q, be defined by db = 
lA,@B,dsb (cf. (3.1.1)). If Odsdr, A,0,(SZ,),=A,0e,52,~,,5~, is a free 
A,-module on the set {d@y,: HEN”, 141 + Ihl =s, hEH) because B, is a 
polynomial algebra over A,+ I in the indicated dqy,. Also if 4 E N” and 
(41 + IhI =s, d(dqy,) =Xq(dy,). It follows that it is natural to identify 
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AlOB, (Q,), with F, since the former is a free A.-mod& on the symbols 
d(a9yh) and the latter on the symbols X4 dy,. W’e note that in so doing we 
identify dP for P in B, with the element dP of F, defined by dP= 
~iqi+lhl =s,hEH[(~P/~69yh) / A,] X9 dy,. The reader will be able to verify 
using (3.3) and the construction of M” (cf. Section 2) that F divided 
S,,-submodule generated by the dP, for P in US< r IS is isomorphic to 
(Q,)a. We shall define qk F+ (Q,)m by 4(dyh)= l,,@d,s,,J_,h where 
s= lhj. 
For each s < Y + 1 we shall denote by e the A,- ,-submodule of FS 
generatedbyallXPdyh, Ipl+Ihl=s.Let~=CF~and~=4;,ifs~r+1. 
We can identify e and A,- ,-submodule of B, consisting of all elements 
that are homogeneous linear in the dpy,, I pi + l?z = s by sending 
Xp dy, into Jpyh. If VE e, V j B, will be denoted V(6). Note that 
d(V(b))=V. Also note that if fEB, with s<r and if O<lp/<ri-l-S, 
then F’ df E 2 and that V(6) = 0 e V = 0. The formula ( 1.2.2) can now be 
written 
hi(f) =faJ + (Xi df J(S). (5.0.1) 
If U(X) E Gel-,L lP1 where PEB and s<r+l, say, U(X)= 
~,q,=s~,p, a,X9 where the uq~AzP1, we shall define U(6)P in B, by 
U(6)P= c,,, =9- ,p, a4 h4P. 
LEMMA (5.1). Let PEB and let U be ny element of (S,8),+,_,,, where 
s<r and IPi <s. Then: 
(1) U(6)P is a linear element of B,, 1; 
(2) d( U(6)P) = U dP; 
(3) U(J)P=(UdP)(6) (mod A,). 
If (3) holds, d(U(h)P)=d((UdP)(J))= UdP so (3)=>(2). Obviously 
(3)*(l). If u> VE(SA,ls+l-,P, and ac A,, (3) holds for aU+ V if it holds 
for U and V. Hence it will suffice to show (3) holds if U= X4 where /ql = 
s+ 1 - IPI. If q= li (so Xq=di), (3) holds for U=Xq by (5.0.1). Let /q/ > 1 
and write q = 1 i + u for an appropriate i = I,..., m. Then mod A 141 + IPl ~ 1, 
dyP= 6”(~5~P) = S”((Xj dP)(6)) = (X=X-,dP)(G) = (X4 dP)(6), 
the second E being valid by induction on lq/ and because d[(X, dP)(:i)] = 
XjdP, so (3) holds for U= X4, 0< lqj <r+ I - !Pi. 
The next two results essentially show that in deciding if a K-canonical 
prolongation A, + A,, 1 of A,- 1 + A, exists, it is harmless to repiacc A by 
A [ l/f] for some non-nil element f of A. 
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LEMMA (5.2). Let U + V be a differential kernel in K. Let S (resp. T) be 
a multiplicatively closed subset of u\(O) (resp. V/{O>) and assume that 
S ( V c T. Let u’ + V’ be the differential kernel S- ’ U -+ T- 1 V. Then U + V 
has a K-canonical prolongation if and only if U’ + V does. 
Indeed if U’ -+ V’ + T is K-canonical and U -+ V -+ W is canonical, there 
is a unique morphism of differential kernels (i, j): (V, W) + (V’, T) where i 
is the canonical inclusion of P’ in V’. It follows that ?‘+ W is injective, so 
by (3) of (4.1) it follows that U + V has a K-canonical prolongation. To 
complete the proof assume now that U -+ V--f W is K-canonical and apply 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA (5.3 ). Let U -+ V + W be K-canonical and S and T multiplicative 
subsets of U and V, respectively, such that S 1 V c T. Then 
S-‘U --f T-IV -+ T-’ W is K-canonical. 
As the proof of (5.3) is routine (and entirely trivial) it will be omitted. 
PROPUSITION (5.4). Consider the following con&ions about a 
prolongation sequence U + V -+ W in K: 
(1) U -+ 1” --f W is K-canonical; 
(2) There exists a multiplicatively closed subset S of P7,{0} such that 
U+SPIV-tS-‘W is K-canonicac 
(3) There exists f in u (0) such thaf U + V[l/f] --t W[l/f] is K- 
canonical; 
(4) There exists f in U/1(0} such that U -+ V[ l/f] -+ W[l/f] is 
canonical; 
(5) If U -+ V-, W is canonical V + W’ is injective and there exxists a 
non-zero f in V such that the canonical map w’[l/f ] ---) W[l/f ] is an 
isomorphism. 
Then (5)*(4)*(3)*(2)+(l). rf Wis minimal over V, (2)*(l). 1f W 
is minimal over V and V is finitely generated as a U-algebra, all these con- 
ditions are equivalent. 
Before proving (5.4), the remark should be made that it implies that all 
the conditions considered in it are equivalent to each other in the cases that 
are specifically of interest in this paper. 
Since canonical implies K-canonical, it is trivial that (4) =- (3). Obviously 
(3)* (2). If (5) holds, V[l/f] + W[l/f ] is in K and by (1.6) of [2], 
Y[l/f] + W’[l/f] is canonical and in K. Therefore V[l/f] + W[i/f] is 
canonical and in K, so (4) holds. Therefore (5) * (4). (1) 3 (2) trivially. 
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Now assume that (2) holds and that W is minimal over E’. Let V + Z bc d 
prolongation of L!-t V. The canonical map 
(W. .a,‘.,,,,, + (S ‘w, .s-.‘z).,. I ‘..,, “\ 
is an injection sending 
into 
It is also onto because if h: S- ’ W + S ‘Z is in 
and L’ E V. h( (ci,~),,‘l) = 6,(1:,/l ) E Z so h( W) c Z, the exact condition eeded 
for h to be induced by a morphism W + Z. Now (2) means 
#(S ‘v-s-‘w. s-Iv+ T)= 1 f or every K-prolongation sequence 
S ’ V+ S- ’ W+ T (and (1) has a similar interpretation). Thus 
# ( v -+ w, c’ + &&(I. . I’) = 1 and so (1) holds. Suppose now that W is 
minimal over V, that V is finitely generated as a C’-algebra and that (I) 
holds. Consulting the proof of (1.4) in [Z] we see that if V-t w’ is the 
canonical prolongation of Cl + VT then IV’ has the form P/I where P is a 
polynomial algebra over R in finitely many variab!cs and I is a linear ideal 
of P. By (4.1) In V=O so according to (4.2) there is a non-zero .I‘ in V 
such that I[ l/f] is a prime ideal of P[ l;f]. Also I[ l:lf‘] n V[ i !,f] =
(In V)[ i;f] = 0. Therefore since 
is canonical according to (1.6) of [2], it is K-canonical. Also 
C.+ V[ l;f] -+ W[ l:‘f] is K-canonical by (5.3). It follows that the 
prolongations V[ l;if‘] + I#“[ l/f] and P’[ l.lf‘] + W[l;.f] of li + Vi I,!,/‘] 
are isomorphic so (5) holds. 
These last two results show that in considering whether a K-canonicai 
prolongation ,4, --t A,. , of A,.. 1 + A, exists we can at any time replace A, 
by A ,.[ l/.f] where .f‘ is some non-zero element of A,. 
PROrosITloN (5.5). I.ct A he a prolongation srquencr in K C$ or&r 
r < x. Assume that A is generated owr A _, by u finite suhs~t fi qj’ A,,: thut 
A,, is jiniteiy pesented owr A . , und thut A, , + A, --* 11, , I is K-cnnoiCr,ai 
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whenever 0 <s < r. Then there exists a non-zero f in A, such that each 
prolongation in 
A-,-t&Cl/fl+ ... +ACl/fl 
is canonial and A,[l/f ] is a polynomial algebra over A,_ 1 [l/f ] with 
indeterminates certain elements of {6*h: h E H, PE N”, IpI =s> whenever 
0 <s < r. If instead IAl = 00 and A is generated by A,, the prolongation 
sequence S’A where S= A,\(O) ts canonical in all possible orders and also 
S-‘A, is a polynomial algebra over ,!-‘A,-, with inderminates certain 
elementsof (P’h:hEH, peN”, Ipj=s}foreverys>O. 
By (5.4) there exists f # 0 in A, such that A- 1 + A, + A, is canonical. 
Let B = B(A, H) be defined as in Section 1 where H c A, is a finite set of 
generators of A over A-, . The proof of (1.4) of [2] shows that 
I1 = ker(B, + A,) is generated by a finite set G of linear elements. If 
1 <s<r and Le6G where 8~0, 101 =s- 1, then L is a linear element of B, 
whose degree one coefficients are all in A, (cf. (5.1)). Let Zi be the ideal of 
B, generated by these elements L and set Ai = BJZ:. Let Ah = A,, A; = A,. 
Then 
A’:A-,+Ab+A;+ ... +A; 
consists entirely of canonical prolongations by (1.3). 
If 0 ff E A, is chosen so that Ak,[l/f ] is in K, then Aks[l/f] = 
A,, [ l/f ] because both start with A_, -+ A0 [l/f ] -+ A, [l/f ] and are 
canonical (and also in K). It follows that to prove (5.5) it will suffice to 
show that if there is 0 #f in A,, such that A’,, [ l/f ] is in K then there is 
O#f in A, such that Aks[l/f] is in K. Assume therefore that there exists 
O#f in A,, such that A’,,[l/f] is in K. Since A:p,[l/f]~ 
A,-,[l/f]-+A:[l/f] isaprolongationinK ofA:P,[l/f]-+A:-l[l/f] 
and A~--2+A~--1 + Ai is canonical, A:- r + AL is manic by (4.1). Also 
A: = B,/<. As the degree one parts of the generators L of 1: have all their 
coefficients in A,, there exists a non-zero g in A, such that AL [l/g] is a 
polynomial algebra over A:_ 1 [l/g] ( in variables of the type indicated in 
(5.5)) so that A:- 1 [l/g] + A: [l/g] is in K. Replacing f by fg completes 
the proof of the first half of (5.5). The proof of the second half is similar. 
The following is an easy corollary of (5.5). 
COROLLARY (5.6). Let A be as in (5.5) and let A” be a prolongation 
sequence such that IA”1 = IA/. Suppose that an isomorphism 4: A,, + A”,, is 
given. Then I$ has a unique extension to a morphism of prolongation sequen- 
ces Sp ‘A + S’A”. 
Let A be any prolongation sequence of finite order. The prolongation 
sequence A’ of infinite order such that ALr = A and A:- 1 -+ Ai + A:, 1 is 
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canonical for all s 3 Y will be said to be generated by A. We shall also say 
that the differential ring Ab, = colim, A: is the differential ring generated hi’ 
A. If the prolongation sequence A is in K we shall say that A is com$etc if 
there exists a prolongation sequance A” such that A’& = A, / A”1 = cc and 
A:‘- 1 -A;+A:‘,, is K-canonical for all s 2 r. In this case the identity map 
of A into A extends uniquely to a morphism of prolongation sequences 
A’ -+ A”. By passing to the direct limits we obtain a morphism 
&Aj,-,A’&. We then define pa to be the kernel of 4. We shall see (cf. Sec- 
tion 10) that pa is a very natural generalization of the notion of “general 
component” used in differential gebra. 
I also want to point out that pA may even provide a way to define the 
notion of “general solution” to mathematicians whose interests lie more in 
the direction of analysis. Indeed it resembles the definitions given on 
page 34 of f l] in the following two ways: 
(1) Minimal prime components of (0) in Ab, other than pA do not 
intersect A, in (0) (and thus imply equations of order <Y not implicit in 
Af; 
(2) Any solution of the equations represented by A that does not 
satisfy differential equations of order <r is a “specialization” of p7A~ 
In fact the first of these observations is contained in (5.7) below and the 
second is the essential content of (5.6) with A replaced by 
A ,-,-fA,+A:+l+ ... 4A,4 . . . . 
PROPOSITION (5.7). Let A be a prolongation sequence in K with lAi < Y 
and suppose that A is complete. Let A’, be the differential ring generated hi 
.4. Then A,. c Ab, and pa is the unique minimal prime component p oj’0 in 
A 1 such that p n A,= 0. 
With A” as above we have A,-+ A’, --+@ AL and the composition is the 
natural inclusion A, c A’;, so A, c Ab,. Let q be any prime differentia! 
ideal of Ab, such that q n A, = 0. Let p, (resp. q,) be the inverse image of 
pA (resp. q) under A, 4 Ab,, ~30. By (5.5) F’A” is canonical in order s 
for every s 3 r where S = A,\(O). Let C be the prolongation sequence (in 
K) with terms C,=A,/q,, HEN. The isomorphism SP”A+SP”C,,extends 
to give us a commutative diagram of prolongation sequences 
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By comparing in any given order s the kernels of the two slanted arrows in 
this diagram we get p, c qS. Thus p c q and (5.7) follows. 
LEMMA (5.8). Let R be an integral domain, M a finitely generated R- 
module and N a submodule of M. Then there is an f in R\(O) such that 
R[l/f ]N is a finitely generated R[ l/f ]-submodule of R[ l/f ]A& 
Indeed let x1,..., x be a set of generators of M and let K be the quotient 
field of R. We can assume the xi are arranged so that the first d of them for 
an appropriate d < n give a basis of the vector space KOR (M/N). Let P be 
the submodule of M generated by x1 ,..., xd. If d < j < n, there is a non-zero 
element aj of R such that ajxj E P + N. Let us replace R by R[ l/f ] and H 
by R[ l/f ]H for H = M, N and P. Then for d < j< n we may write 
xj- Lie N where Lj denotes an element of P. It now follows easily that M 
is the direct sum of N and P and that xd+ I - Ld+ 1 ,..., x -L, generate N 
proving (5.8). 
The element f obtained in the proof of (5.8) can, for instance, be 
obtained as det(Lii)diijSn where CL,x,-0 (modN) for d<i<n is a 
maximal family mod N of linearly independent linear relations on the xi. It 
is relevant to consider this observation as it applies to our particular 
situation. We consider again our prolongation sequence A and the 
previously defined graded S,;module morphism 4: F-t (~2,)~ where F is 
free on symbols dyh, h E H, with deg yh = Ihl. If 0 d s d Y and 
there exist elements bl,..., bCs of Z, and a non-zero element 
f,=det[:(abi/au),.i.,,,., I A ] of A, where U is a subset of (Qy, : 8 E 0, 
heH, l0l+Ihj=s} with #U=c, such that if A is replaced by A[lIf,], 
then ker FS + (Q2A)s is generated by the dbj, 1~ j < c,. A main virtue of the 
approach being followed here is that the role of such jacobian determinants 
is pre-empted by the more easily managed Kahler differentials, but in a 
manner that does not forclose using these jacobian determinants if we 
choose to do so. 
III. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
6. EVENTUAL K-CANONICITY FOR INFINITE PROLONGATION SEQUENCES 
If we are given a monomorphism U --f V of integral domains we shall say 
that V is separabZe over U if the quotient field of V is a separable extension 
of the quotient field of U. 
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LEMMA (6.1). Let A be a quasi prolongation 
wkere I L=. 0. Assume that A,, 1 is separable weir 
A,-algebra and that A, -+ A,, 1 is minimal. The following conditions are then 
equivalent: 
(I) A,.m.l+A,-+A,+l isK-canonical; 
(2) The canonical map 
is bijective; 
(3) K+ 1 OA, (QAGrJx -tK+ 1 OA,+I(QAIS is biJectiue. 
It is immediate from (2.2) that (2) e (3). Assume that (1) holds. 
there exists S in A,\(Q) such that A,_ 1 + A,[l/f] + A,+,[I/f] fs 
canonical. Therefore in proving that (2) follows from (1) we can evidently 
assume that f is a unit of A,, so A,_ i + A, 4 A,, , is canonical. Then 
A r+ 10.4, PAJ+l + Q, is bijective by (3.4). Thus (2) follows by apply- 
ing K,., 1 @A,,, to this bijection of A,.+ ,-modules. 
Assume now that (2) holds. Let A,-+A:.+, be the canonicai 
prolongation of A,_ 1 -+ A,.. Since there exists a -prolongation of 
A r--l +A,, A,+A:+, is an injection and a K-canonical prolongation of 
-+ A, exists by (4.1). By condition (5) of (5.4) there exists an ,f‘ in 
?:\:;o) such that A:+ 1 [l/f ] is an in ral domain and so 
A r--l -+ A,[I/f] -+ A;,, [l/f] is K-canonical. (5.4) we may assume 
that ia,+, -A,.+A:+, is K-canonical. T canonical morphism 
A:+I-+A,+~ is surjective since A, --+ A, + 1 is minimal. Let A ’ be the 
prolongation sequence 
A -I+AO-’ ... +A,~l+Ar-+A;+l. 
y (3.4) QnA,zA;+l @A, 6?4J+ l. Now A:, 1 is separable (in fact purely 
transcendental, cf. (4.2)) over A, since it can be written as a polynomial 
ring over A, divided by a prime ideal which is linear and SQ 
trdeg,,A:+,=rk,;+,(S2,,),+,. 
Because of (3.4) this is equal to 
rkA,C(QA,J+‘lr+ 1 
where the first equality holds because we are assuming (2). 
resulting equality of transcendence degrees, the surjection A:+ 1 --j A ,~ ! is 
an isomorphism, so (1) holds. 
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For proving the next result we shall associate to each finitely generated 
K-prolongation sequence A a function fA: N -+ Q (or f) by f(s) = 
rkA,[(QA)m]s, where Y= IAl. When A is separable, i.e., for every SC r+ 1, 
A, is separable over A,+ i, we note that f(s) = tr deg,s-lA, for every 
s < Y + 1, so we call f the dimension function of A. These dimension 
functions associated to prolongation sequences in this way will be very 
useful for what follows. 
THEOREM (6.2). Let 
A-,+A,+A,+ ... 
be a quasi prolongation sequence of separable prolongations in K and assume 
it is finitely generated over A ~ 1. Then A,_ 1 + Al + A, + 1 is K-canonical for 
all sufficiently arge r. 
For r in N let K,= qf A,. Let MC” be the graded S,-module 
(K,QAr Q2A<r)C0. Now M”+ ‘) can be considered as a graded S1-module, 
and we have a canonical morphism of graded S,-module kernels 
KOA,QAs,+ (MC’+‘))., given by the maps KOa,fiAJA,-, --f 
K+ 1 @A, QA~,A,~,. Thus by (2.1) we have a canonical morphism of graded 
S,-modules MC” -+ MC” + ‘) and therefore a morphism of graded SK,+,- 
modules K, + 1 OK, M (I) + MC’+ ‘I. Since A is finitely generated it is clear (cf. 
(3.2)) that this morphism is surjective if r is sufficiently arge. Let f,(s) = 
dim,(M”‘), for s in Z (f,(s) = 0 if s < 0). Then each f, is a dimension 
function according to the definition given in [7]. When r is sufficiently 
large, f,(s)> fr+l(s) for all s. Also if we choose h in N so that the 
prolongation sequence of (6.2) is generated by its elements of order <h, 
each MC’) is generated by its elements that are homogeneous of degree Gh. 
Therefore by (1.2) of [7] we see that f, = f, + i for all sufficiently arge r in 
Z.Forsuchvaluesofr,A,-,+A,+A,+, is K-canonical by (6.1) because 
then 
K,+~OA,(RA~,)~+~~K,+~OA,+~~~A~~+, 
is an isomorphism since by (2.2) it is just the isomorphism 
7. AN ALGORITHMIC APPROACH TO FINDING 
A COMPLETE PROLONGATION SEQUENCE 
Strictly speaking one doesn’t really need dimension functions to prove 
(6.2). Indeed if we let K, = colim K, we could have instead used the 
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noetherian property of SK, to conclude that the epimorphisms 
K + Ok, ,%I;” + K, OK,.: IL!” ’ ” are isomorphisms for all sufftcicntly iargc 
V. However, this result brings us to another question where the full strength 
of the main result of [7] is necessary. 
Recall that a K-prolongation sequence A of some finite order I’ is corn 
piew if it is the start of an infinite K-prolongation sequence 
A ,-+Ao-+ ... -+A,+A,,,+ .I. such that whenever s 3 r, 
A, lPA,/A,+, is K-canonical. From (6.2) WC see that an embeddable 
prolongation sequence of order r can be prolonged to a complete 
prolongation sequence of some order s , 2 <.s < x. Thcrcforc in attempting 
to see if a given sequence is cmbcddablc it is natural to attempt to prolong 
it canonically. This observation largely motivates the mathematics that 
follows. 
The basic and “knottiest” problem that all of this “algebra” is concerned 
with is that of deriving from a given K-prolongation sequence of linte order 
that is not complete an infinite prolongation sequence that is. The difticuity 
in this is that WC must take account of the fact that there already exist dif- 
ferential equations implicit in the algebraic structure of A that relate these 
generators to one another. The problem of finding the infinite prolongation 
sequence would of course be easier if we did not rcquirc. as WC must, that 
such a procedure should not introduce any new relations on the generators 
of A that are not necessary differential algebraic consequences of those that 
exist a! the start. 
Let A and A’ be K-prolongation sequences and suppose that r = IA / 6 
IA’; < :x. WC shall write A > A’ if there exists a surjcctivc morphism of 
prolongation sequences A + (,4’) ~~, , that is not injective and such that 
IA’I+I>.~>,‘+A, ,+A,,+A,,, is a minimal prolongation. (Actuaiiy 
“>” is not an order relation, but that will not matter.) We have the follow- 
ing thcorcm. 
THEOREY (7.1 ). There e.uist.s no infinite “&xccnding“ sequcwc oJ‘ qumi- 
prolongation .wquerwcs 
The reader will be better able to follow the proof of (7.1) if he draws the 
two-dimensional commutative diagram whose ith row is the prolongation 
sequence A”‘. Let A, = colim, A:). The hypotheses imply that every A!‘; js a 
finitely gcncratcd A “1,-algebra and thcrcfore noethcrian. Thus for any given 
I’ the surjcctive maps A;’ + A: + ‘) are isomorphisms for all sufficiently large 
1. For such i. A:)% A, canonically. (It should be noted that the noctherian 
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hypothesis implies that for any given r in Z, A:) will exist for all sufficiently 
large values of i.) It follows that WC have a quasi prolongation sequence 
A: A.., +AO+A,+A,+ ..’ 
in K, Al = rc; and A is separable. Furthermore if Ali) is generated by its 
elements of order <h, each A (j’ is also and so A is generated by its 
clcmcnts of order qh. Let A r = colim, A,, K = qf A, . Let A4 be the 
graded S=module K@,,x Q, and let f= dim M be the dimension function 
of M (cf. [7]) defined by .f’(r) = dirnKl M,, Y E Z. Then .f(r) = tr deg,,_,A,, 
r 3 0. For i > 0 and r in Z let f“(r) = tr deg,,;!, A:). If B’= colim, A?) and 
K’ = qf R’, then J“ = dim M’ where M’ is the graded S,rmodule 
M’= KiOB, SL,,+. From (3.2) it is clear that M and the M’ are generated by 
their elements homogeneous of degree <A. From 1.1 of [7] it follows that 
there exists N in Z such that if M’ is a graded module over a polynomial 
ring S,, where L is a field and M’ is generated by its clcmcnts of degree <h, 
then dim, A4: d dim, M, for all r in Z if this inequality holds for all r < IV. 
Furthermore for any r there exists P, such that i> P, * A:) is defined and 
Ap’zA,, so .f“(r)=J‘(r). Let P=sup(P,:r< N}. Then i>P-f“(r)<f’(r) 
for I’ < N so .f’j<j: Take the lowest value of r such that for some i> P, 
A;)-, A, is not injective. Since A:) , + A, , is an isomorphism, 
tr dcgAr , A,< tr dcg,;~], Aj”. But f”<ft tr deg,ilLi Ay)=f“(r)d/(r) = 
tr dcg,,_, A,, a contradiction that establishes (7.1). 
It will now be shown how (7.1) can bc used to show that there is a finite 
algorithm for obtaining a complete prolongation sequence from a given 
one A without introducing extraneous relations on the generators. Given 
A, the normal thing to do is to try to extend it K-canonically, but usually 
one can do that just a few times before reaching a term A, at which K- 
prolongation (canonical or otherwise, cf. (4.1)) is impossible. That will 
mean exactly that the kernel I of the canonical porlongation of A, 1 + A,, 
is not zero (cf. (4.1)). One can then only go on “beyond order s” by taking 
a minimal prime component p of I and setting A: = A,/(p n A,) for 
t < .s + 1. We shall assume that all the prolongation sequences obtained are 
separable. Either A’ is complete, or else proceeding with A’ as was done 
with A products an A” with A’> A”. By (7.1) this cannot continue 
indefinitely and a complete prolongation sequence is finally obtained 
(assuming the often difficult calculations can bc carried out). 
8. CONDITIONS THAT IMPLY IXIEFINITE PROLONGABILITY 
When M and N arc graded modules over a graded ring S, the S-modules 
Tor;“(M, N) arc also graded S-modules in a natural way. Indeed if, say, 
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/: -+ M is a resolution fA4 by free graded S-modules where all the maps 
are homogeneous of degree zero, F,s,O, N is naturaliy graded by letting its 
homogcncous part of dcgrcc Y be C,+ L,- )[(F, ),,@/. Xl ] I I:, OS .V. WC 
shall consider the following condition C, on a K-prolongation sequence ci 
order F: 
((',I [Torf(k, (Q,,) ',)I., = 0 where S = S .,,.. k = qf ,4,. 
It should be noted that R,, overlooks much of the inherently messy strut- 
lure of A so that verification f C, does not rcquirc that one know 
everything about how A is put togcthcr. It should also be noted that when 
.3 is a finitely generated prolongation sequence. ToJ$(~, (Q,,)l ) is a tinitcl} 
generated graded S, module annihilated by X, . . . . . . A’,,,. and so C, will hoid 
for all suftiiciently large s. 
THl?Xt.M (8.1 ). Let A he a prolongation squenr~e qf n&r I’ > 0 in I”, 
ywsi ~~rnoarcd bit II .fi’nitc .wf~.rer of A c r. Then: 
( 1 f !f A satisfiics t/w condition CI, and the K-cunonimi prolongution 
.4,.-A,.. ,of‘A, , - A, exists, the prolongation .sc~pwtw 
A ,+AopA,+ “’ -+A,.+, 
su t i5ji’e.s C ( 
(2) !f A sati.yfifi’r.r C, und C, c , . ihe K-cunonicul prolongation of 
A , , + A, r.ui.st.v. 
Before proving this theorem let us note the following obvious COJ~~IJ~ 
that says in particular that C,, for all s 3 r implies completeness. 
COROI.I.ARY (8.2). Let A tw I( polongarion wqwncr qf or&r r > 0 it7 K
quasi generured /TJ. ujinilr suhsrt of A,. Then lf’ A sutisfks the condition C‘, 
for ull s 3 h. A is complctc> if it cun he prolonged K-cunonicuil~~ to order h. 
Lt:mm (8.3). I,rt R’ he u,flut R-al&vu, M a (grudcd) S,-module. Thaw 
l‘~r,l‘“(R’, R’@. M)zR’OH Rrp(R. M)~ToJ~~(R', M) 
us (graded) S,4~od&.s. 
Let I;: 4 R be a resolution fthe X,-module R (where the X, act as the 
Lero maps of R) by free (graded) modules (e.g.? by a “Koszul complex“). 
Then R’ ow k: + R’ is a free resolution fR’ as a (graded) S,.-module. We 
have the calculation 
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Tor,SR’(R’, R’QR M)gH,,(R’Q, F. OS, R’QR M) 
gHH,(R’Q, F.QRrORsR R’QR M) 
EH,,(R’Q,F.Q,,M)~R’Q,T~~,SR(R,M). 
If we instead let F. be a free (graded) resolution of M, 
R’ORTorp(R, M)zR’Q, H,(RQ,, F.) 
%HH,(R’QSR F.)rTorp(R’, M). 
This proves (8.3). 
Suppose A satisfies C, and that A,_, + A, has a K-canonical 
prolongation A,*A,+l. Let K=qfA.+l,S’=SA,+l, M’=Qa,, k=qfA., 
M=Q,. To prove (1) of (8.1) we need to show that [Torf’fK, M’“)],=O. 
Now 
by (6.1) and (2.2). From this it follows that there exists a degree-preserving 
isomorphism 
TorF(K, M’“)gKQ, Torf(k, M”), 
since by using (8.3) the left-hand side of the asserted isomorphism is 
TorfYK, KQA,+l M’“)ETorp(K, KQA,+l M”) 
E KQa, TorS(A,, M”) 
%’ KQk k Qa, Torf(A,, M”) 
and this last expression is the right-hand side of the asserted isomorphism. 
Thus [TorT(K, M’“)],=O, and (1) of (8.1) is established. 
LEMMA (8.4). Let R be any ring and let S = S,. Let M be any graded S- 
module and h any positive integer, d E Z. The following conditions on M are 
all equivalent. 
(a) CTo$R Wld= 0; 
(b) There exists an exact sequence 
O+N+Fhpl+Fhp2+ .‘. +Fb+M+O (*I 
of graded S-modules where the F, are free graded modules and such that 
CS,.(F,-,),~,InN,=S,.N,~,; 
It is clear that (c)+(b) since one can always construct a sequence i”) 
with the F, free. To show that (b) =a (a). assume (b) and let I-I, =
ker( F,, + F, ,) for 0 d s < A- 1. Set M = M , and A’= H,, , If 0 6 .Y < h. 
we have an exact sequence 
0 -+ It, -, F,, + H, l -+ 0. 
This gives us isomorphisms 
Toq.,,(R, H, .,)gTor: I ,(R, H,) 
valid for 0 < s < h -.- 11 so 
Torc( H. M) zTorT(R. H, :) 
and the latter is isomorphic to 
ker(R@,YK+R@,F,, ,). 
If we consider the degree d part of this kernel. WC will be considering the 
kernel of the map 
il;<,/S, !V,, , --* (F,, i)c,;‘s, (F,, ,),, i. 
This kernel is zero if and only if 
LS,.(F,, ,) ‘,., ]nN,=S,.X,, ,. 
Therefore (b) - (a). It is by now clear tha: given a scquencc (*) with all 
the I;, free we have a canonical isomorphism 
rTor,l(R. M)~~ker(N,,:S,.N,, ,-(F,, ,),,!‘S:.(F,, ,),, 1). 
Evidently thcreforc if (a) holds, (c) is true. 
The following will bc helpful for the proof of (3) of (X.1 )
Lmiv~ (8.5). 121 PEI,. s<r. hell,. tie@, _, .,,. 7‘hen #hP=hl)i’. 
WC can write 0 = 0’ ‘5, for some i = I,..., tn. WC then have 
Ohr’= O’(h,(h)P + h 6,P) = I)‘(h(d,P)) = htf’(h,P) = h(lP. (8.6) 
and it is to be noted that in this calculation. th: third equal sign is trivia! if 
)(I’, = 0 and follows by induction on IH’I when IlI’i > 0. The second equai 
sign requires P E I,. That establishes (8.5). 
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To prove (2) of (8.1) let H c A ccT be a set of quasi generators for A. The 
first step in the proof will be a reduction to the case where H is set of 
generators of A. For this let A’ c A be the subprering of A generated over 
A-, byallP’h,p~N”,h~H, lpl+Ihl6r.Thusifsdr,A,consistsofall 
linear combinations C a,(@‘/~) 1 A,, IpI + IhI <s where the up EA-~. By 
hypothesis A, = T,-‘Ai where T is a multiplicatively c osed subset of A,. 
Therefore, we have A, Oa; Q,?,;-, EQ~~,,~+, and if we let K,= qf A,, 
KS = qf A: also. Thus if k = qf A,, kOA, (0,)” rk@,;(Qn,,)” by (2.2). As 
Torp(k, kOA, (Q,)a)gTorf(k, (QA)m) 
(where S= S,J by (8.3) (and the same is true for A’ also), A’ satisfies C, 
and Clfl because A does (according to the assumptions of (2) of (8.1)). 
We can take T, in the equation A, = T; ‘A: to be T, = A: n (units of A,) so 
that T,-, I AicT, for O<s<r. If A:+A:+, is a K-prolongation of 
Ai-1 + Ai. then T,-‘Ai -+ T,-:, is a K-prolongation of A,- 1 -+ A,. This 
shows it is enough to prove (2) of (8.1) for A’. Therefore we shall assume 
to begin with that H is a set of generators for A. 
Let B be the quasi prolongation sequence of order r + 1 with terms A _ 1 
and B, = B,(A, H) (as delined in Section 1) for 0 <s 6 r + 1. For b in B, 
and s<r+l define db=l.$B,d,b. Then dbEA,@,(Q;2,), and we have 
db = lA,@B, &s,B,m, b. In this way we define d: B -+ A, OS, Q2,-it is some 
sort of a “derivation’‘-and we have d(djb) = Xi db if i= l,..., m and Ibj d r. 
Since B,=A,-l[GPh,: PEN”‘, hEH, lpl+Ihl=sl, sdr+L 
A,@, (a,), is a free A,-module on the d(Gpyh)=Xp dy,, p and h as 
indicated. Let F= (A,Oer QnB<,)CO. Then F is a free graded module on the 
dy, and dyh is homogeneous with degree equal IhJ. We have 
db= c C(W@‘y,) I Al &A. (8.7) 
IPI + lhl= lbl 
Let Z be the kernel of B,, -+ A and let G be a set of generators of Z. For 
s<r+ 1 let G:= {6Pg:pekJm, g-z IPI + lgl=Sj. BY (3.2) 
UsGr l,7@a,(G, + c) generates the graded §,;module kernel Z’(Z) =
{AIOA, ZJZ$ 0 <s d r}. Therefore by (3.3) dG generates the kernel of 
4: F+ (LtJm. 
We shall use 4 as the terminal map in a resolution of (Q,)m as in (8.4) 
with h = 2 (and M= (QA)CO). Let F be the free graded module on symbols 
ug, g E G, where ug is to be homogeneous of degree lg/. Define 4’: F’ --f F
by $‘(u,) = dg and let N= ker 4’. We then have an exact sequence 
(as in (8.4)). 
According to (1.3) the canonical prolongation of A,- 1 --f A, is 
A,+B,..:.;l,. , whcrc I,, ,= (G: , ,)n,, . To comp!ete the proof of (2) of 
(8.1 ) it will suffice to show (because of (4.1)) ihat A, --$ H,, ,;‘I,+ ! is an 
injection. Let T be the A,-submodule of B, , , generated by Gi, I. By (4.3) 
it is enough to show that Tn A, = 0. Let t = x,,, , ,,q, _ r_ , u,, 6”g where the 
u,, E A, be any clement of In A,. Since r E A,, Z: rr,,X” dg = 0 by (5.1). so 
c (I,, x”u,r E Iv,. + , It follows that there exists a non-zero LI in A, such that 
u~u,,X”u, E S2. N,- , . To show t = 0 it will suffice to show that cl! = 0, so 
we can assume that C u,, JI’~‘u,~ E S, . N,. i. 
The map 4’: FL ! + Fr. , sends X”u, to X” dg and since (8.7) shows the 
coefficients ofdg arc in A, 1 (as I gl 6 I’ - i), 4:. ,(X”u,) has its coefficients 
(when cons&cd as a linear combination of the Yl ch;,,) in A, , . Thus 4:. l 
is induced by a map II‘: I/ + V where C: (rcsp. V) is the submodule of F: ! 
(rcsp. F‘r ,) of elements whose coefficients (with respect to the canonical 
bases) lie in A,-, . Since K,. is flat over A,. ,) q5: , = K,.@., : H’ has its ker- 
nel generated over K, by kcr 11’. Thus K,. kcr 4: I has a basis contained in 
,Y: i where :V: , = (I,,‘. _ ,*‘, - , A, 1 Xpu,) n ker (6: I, it follows that 
there is a non-zero a ‘in A,.. , such that UC rr,X”~, is an element of 
s, . :v: , and so, as above. we can assume that C u,,,%“~u, isan element of 
s, ,\y : 
Write’x u,, X”Z~,~ = xz= , P,, R, where the P,, E Sz and the R,, E IV: , Let 
xcyp dyu, where the cyz E A, , bc any one of the R,,. If we can show that 
for any i. i== 1: .. . . /?F, 1’ = x c,,~ d, 3, ci”g = 0. the proof of (8.1 )will be com- 
plctc. for I is in the A,-submodule of B, + , gcncrated by such t’. Evidently 
i' = d;,(x (',,r A, Pg) (because of (8.5)). Also if t” = z c~,~ ii, #‘g, t” = 0 
because (by (5.1 )) 1 c,,X,x” dg = 0 implies t” E 1, r? ‘4, , = 0. Thus I’ = 0 
and (8. I) follows. 
IV. WORKING; WITH EXAMPLES 
Let .4 be a prolongation sequence in K of finite order r. We shah con- 
sider here, more explicitly than before, the question of whether or not R is 
complete. We shall assume throughout that A is separable and that a finite 
set H of quasi generators is given for A. We let B = B(A, H) and 
I = ker( B .:, + A ). Let K, = qf A,Y, k = K,. Using notation analogous to that 
which was used before (but not exactly the same) WC let F be the free 
graded S,-module on symbols dJ,?, h E H, where dyii is assumed to bc 
homogeneous of degree I/Z/. For h in B let dh in F be defined by &I = 
Ix ,p, + ,,,, i ,,, [(clh/2~3~y,~) 1 k] X” dy,? (where the I?E N’“, n E H). Since 
#Ii < CC and Sk is noethcrian there exists a finite subset G of I such that 
dG generates the same submodule of F as dI does. WC fix such a G and let 
F be the free graded S,-module on symbols u,. g E G. and consider up d as 
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homogeneous of degree (~1. We define 4’ : F -+ F by #‘(u,) = & and let 
N = ker #‘, M = coker 4’. As N is finitely generated we can choose a set of 
homogeneous generators R, ,..., R, of N. Set r, = deg Ri, and assume 
r, <r,< ... <r,. Recall (cf. Section 1) that G: = {JPx: PE N”, RE G, 
JpI + Jgl = sj c B,<. We shall call A s-complete if A can be prolonged K- 
canonically to order s. We note that if S= S,,, Torf(k, (Q,)=)r 
Torp(k, k@,,,,(Q,)“‘) by (8.3). Therefore by (8.4) we see that A satisfies C, 
if s E {r, ,..., r,}. Thus (8.1) gives us quite a bit of information about what 
we shall have to do to see whether or not A is complete. We in fact have 
the following stronger statement. 
PROPOSITION (9. I). In the notation just introduced: 
(1) Gi. is a set of local generators for I,,, s d r; 
(2) Jf r<s ands+ 14 {r ,,..., r,}and A is s-complete, A is s-t l-com- 
plete. 
For the proof of (1) one simply uses (4.6) with R = B,, Gi in place of G, 
etc. To prove (2) let ‘4’: A _, -+ A, + .*. A,y be the prolongation of n with 
A ,-I -At-A,+, K-canonical for r< t <s. Let K,=qf A,. Now 
K, On, Q, g KsOA, Q,d, by (6.1). Applying KcOk - to the exact sequence 
therefore gives us an exact sequence 
Thus K,<@ N,_. , has a K,-basis in N,- , and so also in K, _, Ok N, , 
WC have observed that C,, , holds for A, but C, will not if s E {r, ,..., r,}, 
so (2) of (8.1) cannot be applied. Rewriting mutatis mutandi the proof of 
(8.1) however, establishes the existence of a K-canonical prolongation 
A,+ A,,, of A,- I + A, because the only use of C, in the proof of (2) of 
(8.1) was to establish that K,,@, N,-, has a K,-basis in K,,. ,Ok N,-, 
(using KS@, F’ and K,s@/i F as F’ and F were used in that other proof). 
Thus A is s + l-complete and (9.1) follows. 
From (9.1) we see that in showing a given prolongation sequence A is 
complete there are several obstacles. First one has to be able to prolong A 
K-canonically to order r + 1. By (8.1) this is automatic if, as often happens, 
r$ r + 1 4 {r, ~..., r,}. In any case G: is a set of local generators of I, and (4.5) 
can be applied to see if this first K-canonical prolongation is possible. 
There will be no further obstacle to prolonging K-canonically to orders >r 
until we have prolonged to order s with s + 1 in {r,,..., r,). At that point 
one can apply (4.5) to G: to determine whether further canonical 
prolongation is possible. 
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A set of local generutors of I is any set G c I such that G: is a set of local 
generators of I, whenever s < r. The following proposition describes a fre- 
quently occurring case in which (9.1) is particularly easy to apply. 
PROPOSITION (9.2). If‘ I has a set of local generators G such thai dG is 
iinearly independent ocer S,,,, then A is complete. 
Indeed in the proof just given of (9.1) we shall under the hypothesis of 
(9.2) that X=0. Therefore WC shall have Torp(k, h-o,,, (a,)’ )=O. 
Therefore ,4 will satisfy c’, for all s in N, so (9.2) follows from (8.!). 
10. AL~~~RAI~ DII:I:I:RENTIAI. EQUATIONS 
In this final section the relationship of the preceding theory with 
traditional differential algebra will be indicated. Let A , be a differential 
lield and n any positive natural number. For r in % let R,. bc the 
polynomial ring A , [dpyi: p E N”‘: .j = l...., tn 1 pj < r] of A i in the 
indicated formal symbols 6~~9,. We have natural inclusions R, c R, , !. 
r E N. If i = I...., RZ rhe derivation ii, of A , extends to one of R, into II,  : 
(also denoted 6,) with 6; (SPyi) = P:, where q = p + I,, p E \“‘, j = I...., n  
Ipi <r. so K, + R,; , has a canonical structure of differential kernei. 
Thcreforc we have an infinite prolongation sequence R: A , + R, --+ 
R, + ... and it is very easy to see that R is in K and is canonical in every 
order r E N. Obviously R .,; = U,, ,\R, is the differential ring denoted 
classically by A _, ( J’, :.... J,, 1. Prime differential dca!s of R , have been 
intensely studied in classical differential algebra (cf. [4]). 
Let YE h be lixed and let J be a prime ideal of R,. If H c R ~ : I, will 
denote Hn R, for s in b and [H] will denote the differential deal of R 
generated by H. Let us assume for all i that A,(./, 1) c J, ifs < r and dcf’me 
.A, = R,,;J, for such s. Then A: A 1 + A,, 4 A, --) ... A, is a prolongation 
sequence in K. It is an easy matter to verify that H ~ ;[J] ?:A’, where the 
latter is as defined in Section 5 (cf. (5.7)). WC see from (5.7) that if A is 
complctc, [J] has a unique minimal prime component pJ the inverse 
image of pA under R + A’ -such that p,n R, = J. We can call p, the 
gynerc~l cornportent of J. A sufficient condition for J to have a general com- 
ponent is given by (9.2) which applies to the case J= (P), F an irreducible 
clement of R,‘!R,. , . It says that in this case, the one considered classically, 
J has a general component. It should be noted that (9.2) is very often the 
reason we know when a given prolongation sequence in K is complete. I: 
applies, for instance, to the Euler equations studied in hydrodynamics (ii 
one considers the density, the pressure and the three velocity coordinates as 
all being variable, cf. r8, p. 4. top, and (RM 1) on p. 81). 
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A final point I want to stress is that the present paper is by no means the 
last word on the topic, for this topic is a very difficult enc. 1 believe Ihave 
only given a suitable framework for much hard work that lies ahead and 
that there is much of interest to be done on these questions. The fact that 
there are difficulties is adequately illustrated by the case where m = 2, n = 1 
and where J is a prime ideal of R, having a system of two local generators. 
Let I’,, P2 be two differential po ynomials in J ( =J,) both of order r. Let 
L be the matrix (c7’Pijdbry),= ,.z,,,,! -r and assume that J is a minimal prime 
component of (P,, P,) such that L has rank 2 mod -1. We shall then say 
that P, and P2 are unrelated at J. It follows by some easy algebra that 
s< r*.Jy= 0 so that the condition 6,(5,- ,) c J, for i= l,..., m and s < r 
holds. WC can thus USC (9.1) with G = (P,, Pz). Using the notation 
introduced at the beginning of Section 9 write dP, = 
( C’,o ‘c + c’, Ix; ‘A’, + . + u,,X;) 4~ = G, 4~. The foregoing theory tells us 
how to break the situation down into separate cases and what to do with 
them. It also tells us what we might have to look forward to, a good thing 
since the calculations that WC arc led into are usually not very easy. Let Cl 
be the determinant with 2r rows 
0 0 
. . u,, 0 ... 
. . . . . . u,, 0 
u IO UII ... .” 
. u2, 0 . . 
. . . . . . u,, 0 
u20 u2, . , . . 
. 0 
. 0 
. u2, 
We note that the entries in CT are elements of A,. In the most commonly 
occurring case u will be non-zero, a condition that is often quite easy to 
verify. 
Consider, for instance, the system Pi(.v) = 0, i = 1, 2 (m = 2, n = 1 ), where 
P, = ((ii y)3(d, S2)‘)4 + (6: y)’ + y, 
P,= (6:y)5(6fy)’ + (6, cs2y)4+&.Y. 
Then if J= (P,, P2), J is prime. Let bPz denote 6Py 1 A, for IpI < 2. Then 
ClP, = c’, C+ where 
u, = 3(#z)2(fi, s2z)41y: + 4(6;z)‘(b, 6,2)3X, x2 + 3(+)2x: 
and 
C’2 = 5(6,z)4(6:z)‘.Yf + 4(6, 6,z)“X, x, + 3(6:z)5(6:z)%:. 
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Let L be the ideal of R, generated by (dPy = 1: lpi = 2) and 6, yg 
6,y+2, ~$2. Then 
mod L and so UfO. 
PROPOSITION (10.1). Let r > 0, P, , P, E R, and assume that 9 is a 
minimal prime component of (PI, P2) at which P, and P, are unrelated. Let 
A be the prolongation sequence associated to J. Then: 
(1) A is (2r- l)-complete; 
(2) There exists f in A,\(O) such that A2rp2[I/fj -+A,,-l[l/f] is 
an isomorphism and for r < s < 2r - 1, A, is a polynomial algebra over A,- I 
in 2r-l-sof theelements6Pz, PEN”‘, lpl=s. 
It follows from (9.1) that A is (2r - 1 )-complete. 
canonically to order 2r - 1 and let KS = qf A, for s < 2r. T 
K,@,< QAs,~KsOA, (52,)” by (6.1). The assumption U#Q implies that if 
s < 2r, the X4 dPj for 141 = s - r, j = 1,2 are all linearly independent over A, 
and so rka,Qa,lA,-, = 2r - 1 - s. By (5.5) we can choose a non-zero element 
f of A, such that 2r > s > r *A,[l/f ] is a polynomial algebra over 
A,+ 1 [l/f] in certain of the aqz, (41 = s, and by what was just observed the 
number of these must be 2r - 1 - s. For s = 2r - 1 this says A,,- 2 [ l/f ] -+ 
A 2r- 1 [l/f ] is an isomorphism so (10.1) follows. 
If A is as in (10.1) there remains the question of how one tests to see if A 
is complete, i.e., AZrP2 + Azrpl has a prolongation in B. The important 
thing to notice here is that N is generated by P2uP, - P, up, (cf. notation of 
Section 9) and that (9.1) says G;,+ r is a set of local generators of -U,,- 1. If 
one considers what it means for G;,_ I to be l-coherent (cf. (4.5)) it 
becomes clear that in B,, the equation 
P,(6)P,= Pl(6)P, 
is equivalent o the l-coherence of G;,- 1. Therefore we have: 
(10.2) 
~OPOSITION (10.3). Under the assumptions of (lO.l), A is complete if 
and only if (10.2) holds. 
It is clear that (10.2) can be checked straightforwardly. 
an example as simple as the one mentioned above, one usually needs a lo: 
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of patience or a computer to check (10.2). One might therefore think that 
(10.1) and (10.3) do little more than bring us to an impasse. However, I 
want to point out that even without ignoring that difficulty one can foresee 
useful applications for these last two results (and generalizations of them 
that involve more than two equations Pi= 0 with more than just one 
variable y and with m > 2). As an example suppose that the set of 
equations Pi(y) = 0, i= 1,2 should arise as a proposed mathematical 
model for some particular physical situation where, for purely physical 
reasons, solutions could not possibly depend on only a finite number of 
arbitrary constants. Then (10.1) would imply that the set of equations 
Pi(y) =0 is not complete (assuming the model is “correct”), for if 
qfA,,-I = @Aax we have a system of differential equations where the 
solution does in fact depend on a linite number of arbitrary constants. 
Thus (10.1) and (10.3) would tell us that the model is incorrect or that 
there are more equations of order <2r to be found, one of them being 
(10.2). 
Let us consider an example of two differential po ynomials which are not 
unrelated and where all the questions that come up can be answered. Let 
and let J be the ideal (Pi, P,): y” where y” denotes the multiplicatively 
closed subset of R, generated by y. Then J is prime and Jn R, = (0). We 
have dP, =zX, X, dy, dP, = zg dy, so X2 dP, =X1 dP,. Let A be the 
prolongation sequence associated to J. By (9.1), A is complete if it can be 
prolonged K-canonically by just one term. Prolonging to a term A, is 
possible if and only if 6,P, = 6, P,. It is easy to show this holds, so A is 
complete. If A’ is the infinite prolongation sequence in K associated to A by 
K-canonical prolongation, the dimension function f(r) = tr deg,;-, A:, r E N 
will be f(r) = rk,,(Q,)” by (6.1), i.e., f(0) = 1, f(1) = 2 and f(r) = 1 for 
r > 2. 
It is important to point out that things are not always so difficult as the 
examples just given involving just two equations might suggest. Indeed as 
such artificial examples do not really come from “nature” anyway, it is 
unlikely that anybody really wants to know whether or not they are com- 
plete. They are only a device for pointing out that some things are beyond 
our ability or at least require the aid of a computer. On the other hand 
examples that are natural (in some sense or other) often have nice internal 
symmetry even if they are complicated, and may therefore be more trac- 
table. A situation of that sort arises in the following case. Consider a dif- 
ferential ring K and the free K-module H = K 6 I + . . ’ + K 6, on the formal 
symbols 8,. Consider the elements of H as formal linear differential 
operators of order 1 that have no zero-order term. The definition [u, U] = 
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uv - UU, U, v E H, defines on H a structure of Lie algebra over the constants 
C of K. Let G c H be those elements u1 6, + . . . + u,, 6, of (where the 
uje K) whose “divergence” is zero, i.e., those such that CIGiGrn 6,(~,) = 0. 
Consider the problem of solving [u, JJ] = u for y in G when u and u are 
given elements of G. Write u=u,6,+ ‘.. +u,&,, v=v,6,+ ... +~,6, 
with the u,, vi in K, and write y = yI 6, + .. + y, 6, with the yj ~~k~~w~~ 
The problem of finding y is equivalent o solving the system of eq~~t~Q~s 
F,= ... = F, = G = 0 where 
Fi = c (u, 6, y, - yj h,u,) - bi, 
j 
G=6, y,+ ... +6,y,, 
16 id m. Assume that m > 1 and that the Fj and G generate a prime ideal 9
of R, (a hypothesis which will certainly hold if K is a field). We define A as 
in the beginning of this Section and use the notation foun 
thatX,dF,+ ... fX,dF,,,=~PdGwhereP=~,~iC,ujXj.Itturnsout 
that A satisfies C, for s # 2 and so the condition for A to be complete is 
6,F,+ ... +SmFm=ul 6,G+ ... + U, 6,G. The large amount of internal 
symmetry in this situation makes it esy to check that this condition 
actually holds. 
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